
Orinum c arapsnularum

The several vleis on the Grahamstown Aerodrome Flatsabout
4 Am MV/ of central town hold water only after heavy rains.
Most of these vleis oroduce their :;uota of Vlei Lilies as7Z/ Tsoon as enough water has accumulated, w«=eri might occur 
fairly regularly each year w&ieh may not occur for 

several years, depending on drought conditions.
Lrs.Louise Hullins, wine of the headmaster of St. 

Andrews’ Preparatory School^Grahamstown, noticed that the 
first vlei off the main Cradock Road never had vlei lilies 
despite other lesser vleis within a few hundred metres of it 
being well-stocked with the lilies. She wondered why the 
hiatus should have occurred.

Some time in the 1960's she took a few plants from 
one of the lily-filled vleis and planted them round the edge 
of this bare vlei. No more was seen of these plants until 
about 1974 when one stool of leaves showed through the water 
at the northeast corner of the vlei. No flowers appeared.
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It was thought that this was the only plant to have 
survived,(if indeed it was one of those Hr3.Mullins had 
transplanted) but after the exceptional rains of August 
and September 1979 when^the annual rainfall fell in two 
drenching spells and filled the vleis more than they were 
accustomed to, that the vlei lilies in this bare x&isci vlei 
came to be seen.

Originally the vlei, known as Island Vlei to some 
people because it has a natural island in its centre, was
aL most a complete circle in shape but when the netting
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The other threefor the first time, as far as is known, 
plants threw up only about three leaves.

The western half of the vlei, the portion on Mr.hike 
Palmer's farm, "3trowan" had five plants, two of which 
flowered.

Thus, in the two halves together, nine plants showed 
temselves, three of them producing flowers.
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Photographs of the northeast plant in flower were taken 
and also views of parr of the vlei to show absence of plants 
generally. Future photographs in, say, j>o years, 2029 A.JD., 
may show a vlei covered with Vlei Lily plants, or they may 
show no developmentso


